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Now that indications are clearly defined, applications have mostly become 
standardized and the active mechanisms have been well confirmed, medical 
ozone application in the form of the low-dose concept, is established and 
proven as a complementary medical method in the treatment of chronic 
inflammations or diseases associated with chronic inflammatory conditions.
More than 11,000 systemic ozone treatments in the form of Major Ozone 
Autohemotherapy (MAH) in 577 patients and ? 47,000 Rectal Insufflations 
(RI) in 716 patients in various clinical studies are subjected to critical clinical 
assessment and classification according to the criteria of evidence-based 
medicine (EBM).
Statistically significant clinical and/or pharmacological improvements without 
side-effects or adverse reactions are found in all studies; special attention is 
drawn to maintaining hygiene when working with blood and to the use of 
ozone-resistent and biocompatible materials.
On summarizing the evidence classification under RCT + CT (Randomized 
Controlled Trials + Controlled Trials), i.e. Levels Ib and IIa, 12 studies with 
657 ozone-treated patients are obtained for MAH and 6 studies with 227 
patients for RI.
As a result of the evidence here assessed, the two systemic ozone 
applications, MAH and RI are part of evidence-based medicine. Both 
applications are effective, safe and economic.
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